
Oslo S - Dombås - Åndalsnes
For the time period between September 4th until December 9th 2023.

Train number 43 2343 45 2345 47 2347 49 2349 Changes can appear as a result of reparation and maintenance, as well as holidays.

R Pr R R Pr R R Pr PP R R Pr R Check Entur.no, the Entur app or call (+47) 61 25 22 00 for more information.

🍴 ☕ 🍴 ☕ 🍴 ☕ 🍴 ☕

R65 Raumabanen 🚲 ♿ 🐻 ♿ 🚲 ♿ 🐻 ♿ 🚲 ♿ 🐻 ♿ 🚲 ♿ 🐻 ♿ 

Monday - Friday M-F M-F M-F M-F M-F M-F M-F M-F Symbols:

Saturday Sa Sa Sa Sa p Stops only for boarding passengers.

Sunday Su Su Su Su Su Su Pr PREMIUM a category, with more amenities included.

Oslo S 0802 1002 1402 1602 PP PREMIUM PLUSS category, with reclining seats. Our most comfotable alternative.

Lillestrøm 0813p 1012p 1413p 1613p R Mandatory seat reservation.

Oslo Lufthavn 0828p 1027p 1429p 1629p 🍴 The café offers small dishes, salads, warm meals,  

Hamar 0921 1121 1522 1722 snacks and mineral water, tea and coffeee.

Brumunddal | | | | ☕ The vending machine offers a variety of products such as snacks,

Moelv | | | | mineral water, cold and hot drinks, amongst others.

Lillehammer 1006 1210 1610 1807 🐻 FAMILIE is directed toward families travelling with children. With playroom.

Lillehammer 1016 b* 1220 b* 1620 b* 1817 b*

Hunderfossen 1035 b* 1239 b* 1639 b* 1836 b* ♿ Reservable wheel chair spaces.

Kvitfjell | | | | 🚲 On train between Oslo and Trondheim bike pre-booked reservations are required. 

Ringebu 1115 b* 1319 b* 1719 b* 1916 b* On other trains you may bring your bike as long as there is availability.

Vinstra 1141 b* 1345 b* 1745 b* 1942 b* It is up to the conductor to assess each case individually.

Kvam | | | |

Otta 1209 b* 1411 b* 1118 b* 2008 b* b TogBuss to and from Molde and Ålesund have correspondance with the train.

Dovre | | | | Ved forsinkelse venter bussen noen minutter, eller du får plass på neste buss.

Dombås 1248 b* 1452 b* 1852 b* 2050 b* In the case of a delay the bus will wait a bit, or you will be guaranteed a seat on the next bus.

Dombås 1323 1525 1902 2100 This applies if you have a combined TogBuss ticket, which you can purchase with Entur. 

Lesja 1336 1538 1915 2113 x Stops only when needed. On some small stations the train only stops when required. 

Lesjaverk 1347 1559 1926 2124 For boarding the train please stand visibly on the platform.

Bjorli 1408 1610 1939 2137 If you need to deboard let the conductor know ahead of time.

Åndalsnes 1448 1650 2019 2217 b* Bus replacement.



Åndalsnes - Dombås - Oslo S
For the time period between September 4th until December 9th 2023.

Train number 2340 40 2342 42 2346 46 2348 48 Changes can appear as a result of reparation and maintenance, as well as holidays.

R R Pr R R Pr PP R R Pr R R Pr Check Entur.no, the Entur app or call (+47) 61 25 22 00 for more information.

☕ 🍴 ☕ 🍴 ☕ 🍴 ☕ 🍴

R65 Raumabanen ♿ 🚲 ♿ 🐻 ♿ 🚲 ♿ 🐻 ♿ 🚲 ♿ 🐻 ♿ 🚲 ♿ 🐻

Monday - Friday M-F M-F M-F M-F M-F M-F M-F M-F Symbols:

Saturday Sa Sa Sa Sa a Stops only for deboarding passengers.

Sunday Su Su Su Su Su Su Pr PREMIUM a category, with more amenities included.

Åndalsnes 0820 1313 1515 PP PREMIUM PLUSS category, with reclining seats. Our most comfotable alternative.

Bjorli 0916 1408 1610 R Mandatory seat reservation.

Lesjaverk 0929 1421 1623 🍴 The café offers small dishes, salads, warm meals,

Lesja 0941 1434 1636 snacks and mineral water, tea and coffeee.

Dombås 0953 1445 1647 ☕ The vending machine offers a variety of products such as snacks,

Dombås 0815 b* 1007 b* 1520 b* 1714 b* mineral water, cold and hot drinks, amongst others.

Dovre 0828 b* | | | 🐻 FAMILIE is directed toward families travelling with children. With playroom.

Otta 0858 b* 1048 b* 1601 b* 1755 b*

Kvam 0918 b* | | | ♿ Reservable wheel chair spaces.

Vinstra 0932 b* 1114 b* 1627 b* 1821 b* 🚲 On train between Oslo and Trondheim bike pre-booked reservations are required. 

Ringebu 0958 b* 1140 b* 1653 b* 1847 b* On other trains you may bring your bike as long as there is availability.

Kvitfjell | | | | It is up to the conductor to assess each case individually.

Hunderfossen 1038 b* 1220 b* 1733 b* 1927 b*

Lillehammer 1057 b* 1239 b* 1752 b* 1946 b* b TogBuss to and from Molde and Ålesund have correspondance with the train.

Lillehammer 1254 1807 2001 Ved forsinkelse venter bussen noen minutter, eller du får plass på neste buss.

Moelv | | | In the case of a delay the bus will wait a bit, or you will be guaranteed a seat on the next bus.

Brumunddal | | | This applies if you have a combined TogBuss ticket, which you can purchase with Entur. 

Hamar 1347 1853 2051 x Stops only when needed. On some small stations the train only stops when required. 

Oslo Lufthavn 1435a 1948a 2135a For boarding the train please stand visibly on the platform.

Lillestrøm 1452a 2004a 2152a If you need to deboard let the conductor know ahead of time.

Oslo S 1502 2014 2202 b* Bus replacement.


